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A Note on Groups of p-length I* 
The finite group G is said to have p-length 1 if there exist normal subgroups 
H C K C G such that Hand G/K are@-groups and K/H is as-group. 
In this note, we give some character-theoretic characterizations of groups 
with p-length 1. These concern the restrictions of characters to a Syl5w 
p-normafizer. We also prove a sufficient (but hardly necessary) condition for 
a p-solvable group to have p-length 1. This condition also involves the Sylow 
p-normalizer. 
1. CHARACTER-THEORETIC CHARACTERIZATIONS 
In the following, Irr(H) denotes the set of complex irreducible characters 
of a group H. If  K (i H, we identify Irr(H/K) with the subset of Irr(H) 
consisting of characters with kernel containing K. 
THEOREM 1. Let P E Syl,(G) and N = N,(P). Let R = O&V). Then, 
the following aYe equivalent: 
(i) G hasp-Zength 1. 
(ii) L&my # E Irr(i’V/R) is the restriction to N of a character of G. 
(iii) Every \r, E Irr(N/R) satisfying p { #(l) is the restriction to N of 
character of G. 
Proof. (i) r3 (ii). By the Frattini argument, G = O,,(G)??. Let 
M = O,$G)R d G and observe that O,(G) n N G R so that M n N = R 
and G/M s N/R. If  # E Irr(N/R), let x E Irr(G/M) be the charac%er that 
corresponds to 4 under the natural isomorphism. Viewing x as a character of 6, 
we have xN = $ as desired. 
(ii) * (iii). Trivial. 
(iii) r, (i). The group N/RP’ has the normal abelian Sylow p-subgroup 
RP/RP’ and thus, all $ E Irr(N/RP’) satisfy p { z,!J(~) by Ito’s theorem [t, 
Satz V.17.10]. By hypothesis, then, every #EI~~(N/RP’) is of the form xN 
for some x E Irr(G); and then, RP’ C ker x. Now, let 
L = n (ker x 1 x E Irr(G), RP’ C kelr x>. 
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Then, L c~ G and 
RP’ _C N n L _C n (ker # J # E Irr(N/RP’)) = RP’, 
so that N n L = RP’. Similarly, let K = n {ker x 1 x E Irr(G), RP _C ker x> 
sothatL_CKaGandKnN=RP. 
We have L n P 2 P’ and thus, LPIL is an abelian Sylowp-subgroup of K/L. 
Let ICI be the preimage in K of N,,,(LP/L) so that M = L(M n N) by the 
Frattini argument. Now, M _C L(K n N) = LRP = LP, so that LP/L is 
self-normalizing in K/L. Thus, K/L has a normal p-complement C/L, by 
Burnside’s theorem. Therefore, CnLP=L and CnPCLnP= 
L n N n P = RP’ n P = P’. By Tate’s theorem ([4, Satz IV.4.71, or see [7]), 
it follows that C has a normal p-complement and hence, K has one. Since 
p 7 1 G/K I, G has p-length 1 and the proof is complete. 
We can use Theorem 1 to give a characterization of groups with p-length 
1 expressed in terms of the principal p-block of G. 
THEOREM 2. Let P E Syl,(G) and N = No(P). Let B be the principal 
p-block of G. Then, the following are equivalent: 
(i) G has p-length 1. 
(ii). Every x E Irr(G) that lies in B restricts irreducibly to N. 
to N(iii) Every x E Irr(G) that lies in B and satisfiesp 7 x( 1) restricts irreducibly 
Proof. (i) * (ii). We have G = O,(G)N and O,(G) C ker x for every 
x E Irr(G) n B (see [2, Theorem I]). Thus, x,,, is irreducible. 
(ii) 3 (iii). Trivial. 
(iii) =- (i). Let R = O,,(N) and let # E Irr(N/R) such that p { #( 1). 
By Theorem 1, it suffices to find x E Irr(G) such that xN = JL. Now, N/R 
is p-closed and satisfies O,(N/R) = 1. It follows by [l, (9F) and (6D)], or 
53, (4F)], that the principal block is the unique p-block of N/R. Therefore, 
Z/ lies in the principal block b of N. Since bG = B under the Brauer mapping, 
we conclude by [3, (3A)] that #” = 8 + 7, wherep 1 ~(1) and all irreducible 
constituents of 4 lie in B. Now, p 7 (#“(I)) and hence, p { t(1); thus, there 
exists an irreducible constituent x of +$ withp 7 x(l). By Frobenius reciprocity, 
xN involves #I; but xN is irreducible by hypothesis, so that xN = Z/J. The proof 
is complete. 
Theorem 2 is not beyond any imaginable application. In the papers [5, 61, 
one eventually can establish hypothesis (ii) of the theorem. In these situations, 
it need not be evident from other considerations that the group in question has 
p-length 1. 
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The theorem also can be used to obtain the following slight generalization 
of a result of Thompson [7]. It is interesting that in Thompson’s paper also, 
a connection appears between Tate’s theorem and characters of p’-degree. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that every nonlinear irreducible complex character 
of G in the principal p-block has degree divisible by p. Then, G has a normal 
p-complement. 
Proof By Theorem 2, G has p-length 1. Since the principal p-block of 
G/O,(G) is “contained in” that of G, WC may assume that O,(G) = 1; 
so that G is p-closed and the principal block is the unique p-block. 
Now, let P E Syl,(G) and let h be a linear character of P. T,et x be an 
irreducible constituent of hC with p 7 x( 1). Th en, x(1) := 1 and xP == /\. Thus, 
h is invariant in G and it follows that [G, P] C P’. By Tate’s theorem (or by 
more elementary considerations since G is p-closed) it follows that G has a 
normal p-complement, and the proof is complete. 
The next result is similar to Theorem 2, except that we consider IBr(G), 
the set of irreducible Brauer characters of G for the prime p. Unlike the 
situation in Theorems 1 and 2, here, we cannot restrict attention to characters 
of p’-degree. (The symmetric group on four letters provides a counterexample 
for p =: 2.) 
I f  q E IBr(G), we let ker v  denote the (uniquely determined) kernel of a 
modular representation corresponding to y. Thus, O,,(G) C ker v  for all 
q E TBr(G); and by [2, Theorem 21, O,,,(G) = 0 (ker T j v  E IBr(G) n B), 
where B is the principal p-block of G. 
THEOREM 4. Let PE S&(G) and N :. N,(P). Let B be the principal 
p-block of G. Then G has p-length 1 13 every q~ E IBr(G) that lies in B restricts 
irreducibly to N. 
Proof. Suppose that G has p-length 1, so that G = O,(G)IV. If  
p E IBr(G) n B, then O,(G) C ker y  and T,~ is irreducible. 
Conversely, suppose that F,~ E lBr(N) for all y  E IBr(G) n B. Then, 
P = O,(N) C ker(vN) C ker v  
for all such 9 and hence, P c O,,,(G) by the remark preceding the statement 
of the theorem. The proof is complete. 
2. A SC'FFICIENT CONDITION IN ~-SOLVABLE GROUPS 
Let P C ~71 C G, where PE Syl,(G). We say that 134 controls p-transfer 
in G if Ad’ n I’ == G’ n P. This is equivalent to the assertion that the 
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maximal abelian p-factor groups of M and G are isomorphic. In this situation, 
it follows from Tate’s theorem that G/09(G) z M/Op(M). 
THEOREM 5. Let G be p-solvable and let P E Syl,(G), N = N,(P) and 
S = N/PC(P) so that S acts on P/P’. Assume: 
(a) Each s E S# acts jixedpoint-freely on (P/P’)+. 
(b) N,(P) controls p-transfer in K where K = OP’(G). 
Then, G has p-length 1. 
Proof. Note that K =. 09’(K) since K = OP’(G); and hence, since K is 
p-solvable, we have Op(K) < K. LetL = N,(P) = N n K so that O”(L) <L 
also. 
We claim that L C PC(P). Otherwise, by (a), the action of L gives 
[P/P’,L] = P/P’. Th us, P = [P, LIP’ _C L’ and OP(L) = L, contradicting 
the above. We conclude that L 2 PC(P), as asserted. 
Now, PC(P) has a normal p-complement and thus, so does L. We have 
P’ = P n L’ = P n K’ using (b), so that K has a normal p-complement 
by Tate’s theorem. Thus, G has p-length 1 as desired. 
Note that condition (a) of the theorem is equivalent to saying thatN/P’O,(N) 
is either a p-group or a Frobenius group, depending on whether or not S is 
trivial. This condition may not be weakened to the assumption that S acts 
without fixed points on (P/P’)@. A counterexample for p = 3 is provided by 
the natural semidirect product of an elementary abelian group of order 9 by 
GL(2,3). 
A sufficient condition for N(P) to control p-transfer is that P be a “regular” 
p-group in the sense of P. Hall. (See [4, Satz IV.8.11). This happens, in 
particular, if P has nilpotence class less thanp. 
The work of [5, 61 deals with certain possibilities for S in which the hypo- 
thesis that G is p-solvable can be dropped from Theorem 5. This hypothesis, 
of course, cannot be removed in general. 
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